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At Koroseal, we want to be more than just a source of inspiration along your design journey; we want to be your most 

trusted partner. 

For over 65 years, we’ve collaborated with design professionals to create beautiful, functional interiors that inspire, 

enhance, and bring joy to those who inhabit them. Whether you’re designing hospitality suites that provide leisurely 

escape, or medical facilities that support healing and wellness, our products make an immediate impression and 

create a unique experience in every space.  

Through the relationships we build with you, the Koroseal team is constantly in tune with your changing needs as a 

market-led design company. Each of us brings something to the table. We share, we explore, we evolve, we create. 

This is collaboration at its best and leads to finished projects that we are all proud to be a part of. 

As a responsible corporate citizen, Koroseal is dedicated to protecting human health, natural resources, and the 

global environment to contribute to the realization of a society that is inclusive, sustainable, and enjoyable. 
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DIGITAL

WALLTALKERS® WALL PROTECTION

SPECIALTY
Create your own digital design, or scale and recolor 

an existing curated design to suit your vision.  

Dry-erase and tackable surface solutions for presentations, 

brainstorming, and collaboration.

Maintain the beauty and style of a space for years to 

come with our selection of corner guards and protective 

wallcovering materials, designs, and colors. 

Innovative surface solutions including architectural films and 

acoustical solutions.   

Infinite Design Solutions
WALLCOVERINGS

Diverse offering of wallcovering collections containing market-driven designs, perfect for any style or market.

Left to Right / Top to Bottom: 
TAKUMI Intricate Weaves  •  Arco  •  Digitally Printed Wallcovering  •  Reatec Film  •  Arbor Wood  •  Arte Osmanthus - Tatami  •  Walltalkers Dry-Erase  •  Korogard Protective Wallcovering
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Wallcovering 
Portfolio

No matter the project’s design style or budget, our 

wall solutions have you covered. Find elegance 

and refinement with Koroseal, Vescom, and Arte’s 

performance wallcoverings - a collection of designs 

that range from simple and classic to engaging and 

innovative, created through market-driven design trends, 

sophisticated textures, and exclusive embossings. 

For a more luxurious environment, select from Arte 

Specialty’s remarkable prints and textures incorporating 

materials such as leather, velvet, and silk. TakumiTM 

Artisan Crafted Wallcoverings bring time-honored 

traditions and handmade designs to high-end spaces 

around the world. Add the warmth and beauty of natural 

wood to any space with Arbor® Wood Wallcoverings.

TAKUMIKOROSEAL

VESCOM ARTE SPECIALTY

ARBOR WOODTEXTILES
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Design Capabilities
Koroseal’s design capabilities are unmatched, giving you the ability to create one-of-a-kind designs for nearly all of 

our product offerings. Working with our in-house Design Lab is easy. Whether you need a custom color, a change in 

construction, or a brand-new design entirely, we have the experience and expertise to help you achieve your vision. 

Select from our extensive library of prints and embosses to create a design with the perfect look and feel. Combine ink 

wipes and tip prints to enhance the intricate detail of the emboss to create a beautiful finish. Our color experts are involved 

every step of the way, from mixing the colors by hand in the lab to being on press to ensure no color shift occurs between 

the sample you approve and the finished product. 

With Koroseal’s state-of-the-art rotogravure printers, as well as in-house digital printing capabilities, the detail, quality, color, 

and design aesthetics achieved are world-class.  
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Performance Wallcoverings
Multiple components work together to create Koroseal’s unique performance wallcovering portfolio. Our design team 

interprets trends and market needs and translates them into refined and sophisticated designs with unique textures and 

embossings, as well as coordinating prints. Our in-house state-of-the-art printers allow us to print these designs with 

increased resolution and registration that is unsurpassed. Our extensive collection of hundreds of designs and thousands 

of colorways are durable, flame retardant, and easy to clean, disinfect, and install. 

Left to Right / Top to Bottom: 
Majestic & White Creek  •  Costa  •  Zaft Weave  •  Tropic Traces  •  Shannon  •  Tattersall Plaid 
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ARBOR® Wood Wallcoverings
The warmth and beauty of natural wood, because it’s exactly that. Arbor is a comprehensive line of wood wallcoverings 

with over 100 species of wood, colors, and cuts to choose from. As a pre-finished, AA architectural-grade veneer, Arbor is 

as easy to install as any wallcovering and provides substantial cost savings compared to traditional millwork. With Arbor’s 

patented process for slicing incredibly thin veneer, each log’s yield increases by approximately 300%. 

Arbor delivers the look and feel of real wood in a wallcovering that can cover a wall or ceiling, install around corners, 

wrap a column or acoustic panel, be custom colored, and makes a great substrate for digital printing. Arbor is a versatile 

solution with limitless applications.    

© Eric Staudenmaier
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Left to Right / Top to Bottom:  
Kharga - Zerzura  •  Marqueterie - Detour  •  Objet - Pantheon  •  Osmanthus - Chasu

ARTE® Specialty
With more than forty years of experience, Arte is well known for luxury interiors. Today, Arte’s sophisticated wallcoverings, 

with remarkable prints and textures, are used all over the world. Every year Arte creates an exquisite range of new 

collections designed in-house by a team of experienced designers, as well as collaborations with Moooi, a Dutch interior 

and lifestyle design brand. Quality and innovation drive all designs with the incorporation of superior materials such as 

leather, velvet, metal, silk, and wood.  
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Left to Right / Top to Bottom:  
TAK-EE01-02  •  Elegant Woods  •  TAK-AA06-02  •  Opulent Corks

TAKUMI™ Artisan Crafted Wallcoverings
Takumi is a stunning collection that incorporates traditional Japanese techniques and aesthetics. The wallcoverings, 

crafted by the heart of an artisan, exude elegance and are a favorite choice in high-end interior spaces around the world. 

Natural materials, along with centuries of knowledge passed down through the ages, make this selection of handmade 

wallcovering patterns unique and timeless.
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With Koroseal Digital, the possibilities are endless. Explore our extensive selection of curated images or start with a piece 

of art, photography, graphics, illustrations, or stock imagery.

Collaborate with our in-house graphic design team 

to bring your vision to life.

Whether you customize the scale, color, material, or 

design, our team of experts are here to help.

Browse our wide range of substrate options - many 

of which we design and manufacture in-house.

From rich textures and matte finishes to shimmering 

metallics and natural woods, our materials combine 

decorative effects with high performance.

Achieve the best-in-industry manufacturing quality 

and efficiency with Koroseal’s state-of-the-art digital 

printers.

We can match a wide range of Pantone or paint 

swatches with a high level of accuracy.

Digital

© Kurt Johnson Photography
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When looking for surface solutions beyond wallcoverings, explore Koroseal’s Specialty products which include 

architectural films and acoustical solutions. These offerings add a multi-layered beauty and vibrancy to every space.

Resurface doors, columns, elevator cabs, and more with Reatec Architectural Films. Reduce noise levels without 

sacrificing design with Acoustical Solutions. 

Specialty Products

ACOUSTICAL SOLUTIONSREATEC® ARCHITECTURAL FILM
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REATEC® Architectural Film
Refresh your space with Reatec - a flexible, decorative, architectural film. Reatec is the perfect solution for 

resurfacing doors, columns, elevator cabs, and more with finishes such as wood, metal, stone, and leather. 

Reatec is lightweight, highly durable, and can be applied in both interior and exterior applications. With over 800 

patterns available, Reatec is the perfect substitute or complement to existing building materials and can be used to 

modernize surfaces at a very reasonable price. 
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Acoustical Solutions
Reduce noise levels without sacrificing design with Acoustical Solutions. Our acoustical products are designed to manage 

sound in public spaces such as corporate environments, dining areas, performance spaces, and education facilities. 

Choose from a wide range of solutions such as Arte Specialty 3D wall and ceiling coverings, or our several panel shapes 

and sizes that are offered with an array of surface options including Koroseal wallcoverings, Arbor Wood veneers, digitally 

printed substrates, textiles, and more. 

© Kurt Johnson Photography

ARTE SPECIALTY 3D

ARBOR WRAPPED CEILING PANEL

DIGITALLY PRINTED WALL PANELS 

DIGITALLY PRINTED CLOUDS

© Halkin Mason Photography
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Walltalkers®

Brainstorm, design, collaborate, create: Walltalkers dry-erase and tackable surfaces make it easy to express your design 

vision. Walltalkers offers a virtually seamless solution – from wall-to-wall and from floor-to-ceiling. Walltalkers invented 
the first of these surfaces more than 30 years ago, and we are continuing to create modern solutions for collaborative 

spaces. With multiple writable, projectable, magnetic, and tackable options, users can unleash their best, most 

innovative ideas.  

Left to Right / Top to Bottom: 
Mag-Rite  •  Tac-Wall®  •  Project-Rite  •  Projectable Mag-Rite  •  Tac-Wall Shapes
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Wall Protection 
Koroseal Wall Protection delivers products and custom solutions that are engineered to save time and money by 

reducing maintenance and replacement costs. Our wall protection line is the perfect fit for healthcare, education, 

hospitality, corporate, retail, and more. Unique products, such as Flex Decorative Wall Protection, Traffic Patterns, 

and Digitally Printed Protective Wallcovering, offer designers the ultimate combination of aesthetics and performance. 

Maintain the beauty and style of a space for years to come with our selection of corner guards and protective 

wallcovering materials, designs, and colors. 

© Kurt Johnson Photography

KOROGARD PROTECTIVE WALLCOVERING

DIGITALLY PRINTED PROTECTIVE WALLCOVERING

TRAFFIC PATTERNS

CORNER GUARDSFLEX DECORATIVE WALL PROTECTION
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Korogard® Protective Wallcovering
Korogard Protective Wallcoverings are manufactured using a semi-rigid sheet designed for use in high-traffic areas that 

are subject to abuse from impact, gouges, and scratches. They extend the life cycle of walls, are easy to clean and 

disinfect, and reduce maintenance costs. Korogard sheet is also the substrate for other products including Digitally 

Printed Protective Wallcoverings, Traffic Patterns, kickplates, push plates, and rub strips. Select from over 50 standard 

colors including on-trend warm and cool grays, soothing blues, soft neutrals, and bright whites.  

Corner Guards
Scratches and dents are common occurrences in most commercial environments. That is why we offer corner guards to 

protect the edges of your walls from the inevitable abuse of high-traffic areas. We provide a unique blend of options to 

complement any interior, including standard vinyl selections in several wing sizes as well as wallcovering wrapped corner 

guards that can coordinate with our performance wallcoverings.  

Traffic Patterns®

Traffic Patterns combines the beauty of wallcovering with the durability of wall protection. Traffic Patterns are created 

through the combination of performance wallcoverings and rigid sheet. The wallcovering is laminated to a rigid wall 

protection sheet and sealed with a protective film. This unique construction provides the ultimate in aesthetics, durability, 

and stain resistance. With thousands of wallcovering choices from Koroseal, Traffic Patterns give you more design options 

than ever before.  
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Digitally Printed Protective Wallcovering combines the endless possibilities from Koroseal Digital with the strength of wall 

protection. Our state-of-the-art product gives your digital image unmatched clarity, cleanability, and durability. You have 

complete design freedom and the assurance that your interior space will last for years to come.  

Digitally Printed Protective Wallcovering 

© Kurt Johnson Photography

Flex™ Decorative Wall Protection
Flex Decorative Wall Protection combines the aesthetic appeal of wallcovering with added durability to protect your walls. 

Its heavy-duty, woven-backed, flexible construction, makes Flex easy to install, clean, and disinfect without damaging the 

surface. Flex is best suited for areas subject to abrasion, soiling, and wear. Choose from an existing pattern or contact us 

to create a custom color or design.
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Gather ideas. Build a vision. Create a partnership with Koroseal Interior Products. 

Great design isn’t just about having a good eye. It’s about layering the details in such an orchestrated way that  
everyone who enters the space doesn’t just see it. They feel it. 



Spark Your Creativity with Koroseal’s Infinite Design Solutions.

Arte® is a registered trademark of Arte, N.V.  
All other trademarks herein are owned by Koroseal Interior Products, LLC. or its affiliates. 

© 2023 Koroseal Interior Products, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

855.753.5474 | koroseal.com


